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Kim, Chonghyuck. “From Chinese de to Singapore English one.” Studies in English Language & 

Literature 47.2 (2021): 187-204. In Singapore English, a variety of English born in contact with Chinese 

languages, many English words behave like Chinese words. This phenomenon, known as a consequence 

of substratum transfer in contact linguistics, is standardly assumed to arise through an amalgamation of 

the lexicons of the two languages, i.e., English and Chinese - the standard lexicalist hypothesis of 

substratum transfer couched within the generative conception of grammar. In the literature, however, the 

lexical item one has been argued to be a counterexample to the lexicalist hypothesis. While one in 

Singapore English is similar to de in Chinese in that they both can be used as a nominalizer or as a 

marker of emphasis, they display important differences as well. Bao (2009) argues, based on these 

differences, that the lexicalist hypothesis fails to establish the relationship between one and de and 

therefore that it should be replaced by a usage-based theory of substratum transfer that adopts a 

usage-based model of grammar. This paper defends the lexicalist hypothesis by proposing an analysis of 

one in which one is relexified by absorbing the properties of the zero pronominal following de. Under 

this new lexicalist analysis, all the facts associated with one which were once construed as 

counterexamples fall out naturally and therefore they do not undermine the standard lexicalist hypothesis 

of substratum transfer but rather support it. (Jeonbuk National University)
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I. Introduction

  Singapore English (Singlish, henceforth) is a variety of English born in intense 

contact with the local languages, mainly Chinese languages such as Hokkien, 

Cantonese, and Teochow. As a contact language, it displays dual nature; while it has 

the appearance of English, the superstratum language, it behaves like Chinese, the 

substratum language. In contact linguistics, the phenomenon of English words 

displaying the properties of the corresponding Chinese words is considered to be an 

outcome of substratum transfer that involves a process called relexification where the 

contact language (Singlish) borrows a word of the substratum language (Chinese) in 

the form of a word of the superstratum language (English). Formally, the 

un-English-like properties of a Singlish word are construed as a result of the 

combination of the lexical entry of a Chinese lexical item with that of the 

corresponding English lexical item, as roughly illustrated in (1).

(1) Substratum transfer

Lexical entry of a Chinese word

+

Lexical entry of an English word

Lexical entry of a Singlish word

  Let’s take Singlish emphatic reflexive form ownself for illustration. It is peculiar in 

two respects. First, its form is unusual. Second, it is used differently from the English 

emphatic himself. While the English emphatic himself can appear at the end of a 

sentence, as shown in (2a), ownself can only occur between subject and verb, as in 

(2b). 

(2) a. John (himself) cleared the table (himself).

b. John (ownself) cleared the table (*ownself).
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These un-English-like properties of Singlish ownself — its peculiar form and 

distribution — can be easily accommodated if we take Chinese, its substratum 

language, into account. As claimed by Wee (1997) and Kim and Wong (2015), the 

reflexive form ownself can be construed as a form that came into existence from the 

direct translation of the Chinese ziji (自己), whose component parts literally mean own 

and body/self, respectively. Likewise, its un-English-like distributional restriction in 

(2b) follows if we say that ownself is in fact Chinese ziji in (3) written in English 

letters.

(3) Ta (ziji) chi fan (*ziji).

3sg self eat rice

‘S/he is eating rice by him/herself.’

This standard view of substratum transfer, often referred to as the lexicalist 

approach to substratum transfer (Lefebvre 1998), has proven to be successful in 

explaining many non-English-like properties of Singlish grammar and has been adopted 

and used extensively in the Singlish literature (see Bao 1995, Bao and Wee 1998, Kim 

and Wong 2015, among others). There is a construction, however, namely, the 

so-called one construction in Singlish which has not been subject to the lexicalist 

analysis of substratum transfer. In fact, Bao (2009) argues that the lexicalist hypothesis 

fails to account for the properties of one construction and thus should be abandoned.

In this paper, I aim to defend the lexicalist hypothesis, and show that all of the 

puzzling one-related facts fall out naturally from the single proposal in (4).

(4) One in Singapore English is relexified by absorbing the properties of the zero 

pronoun following de.

To the extent that this proposal is successful, we can conclude that Bao’s argument 

against the lexicalist hypothesis is premature and mistaken. This paper is organized as 

follows. In section 2, we consider Singlish one in comparison with Chinese de and the 
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difficulties that it poses for a conventional lexicalist analysis of one. In section 3, I 

propose a novel lexicalist analysis of one and show that all the properties of one fall 

out from the proposal. Section 4 concludes the paper.

II. One in Singapore English

2.1 Similarities to Chinese de

The word one is multiply ambiguous in Singlish. In addition to the familiar 

property of being a pronominal, as in (5a), it has some unfamiliar properties that 

might be peculiar to speakers of Standard English. The uses of one in (5b, c), where 

one attaches to the predicate kick the ball (or a sentence with a gap) to turn it into 

the subject noun phrase and to the full (gapless) sentence in (5c) to emphasize the 

meaning (truth) of the sentence, are unique to Singlish.

(5) a. I like the large car better than the small one. (pronominal one)

b. kick the ball one can swim. (nominalizer one)

‘The one who kicked the ball can swim.’

c. John kick the ball yesterday one. (emphatic one)

‘John was the one who kicked the ball yesterday.’

((b) from Kang 1999: 1, (1a); (c) from Kang 1999: 68, (19a))

Following Gupta’s (1992) terminology in part, I will use the terms pronominal one, 

nominalizer one, and emphatic one as descriptive labels to refer to the ones in (5), 

respectively.

What might come as peculiar uses of one to speakers of Standard English can be 

understood as natural phenomena, if one takes into account the fact that Singlish is a 

contact language that has arisen through a long history of constant and intense contact 

between English and Chinese languages (Gupta 1992, Ho & Platt 1993, Bao 2001, 
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among others). Consider Chinese de (Hokkien e or ge, Cantonese ge) in (6), which 

provides a clue to why one is used as in (5).1

(6) a. da de (pronominal de)

big DE

‘large one’

b. chuan hei de (nominalizer de)

wear black DE

‘the one who wears black’

c. wo zongshi yong weibolu de (emphatic de)

I always use microwave DE

‘I ALWAYS use a microwave oven.’

Given this parallel, the uses of one in (5) can be straightforwardly captured by 

assimilating one in (5) to de in (6). One way of doing the assimilation is to say that 

the former is a calque of the latter. This statement has in fact been made, explicitly 

or implicitly, by all the scholars who discuss one in the literature (Gupta 1992, Ho 

and Platt 1993, Alsagoff and Ho 1998, Brown 1999, Lim 2004, Bao 2009, among 

others), though they leave open the question of how much of one is calqued from de.

2.2 A conventional lexicalist analysis of one as de and its problems

In the lexicalist approach to substratum transfer (Musyken 1981, Lefebvre 1998), a 

  
1

The major Chinese dialects that were spoken by the immigrants to Singapore in 19th and early 20th 

centuries were southern dialects such as Hokkien, Teochew, and Cantonese. In present-day Singapore, 

Singapore Mandarin, which is promoted by the government and taught in educational context, is used as 

a lingua franca among Chinese ethnics. Following the convention in the literature, I will use Mandarin in 

the text to code Chinese examples, as it is practically difficult to code the examples by using all of the 

southern Chinese dialects and Mandarin de has the same properties as its counterparts in the other 

Chinese languages.  
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linguistic neologism in a contact language is assumed to arise through a process called 

relexification. Relexification is a process that combines the pronunciation of a 

superstratum word with the semantic and syntactic properties of the corresponding 

substratum word, as illustrated in (7). And this process occurs when a certain 

condition is met, i.e., when a pair of words has some converging semantic properties. 

(7) Original Lexical entry Lexifier Language

[phonology]i [phonetic string]j used in specific

[semantic feature]k semantic and pragmatic contexts

[syntactic feature]n

New Lexical Entry

[phonology]j or [ ]

[semantic feature]k

[syntactic feature]n

(Lefebvre 1998: 16)

Using the terminology of the lexicalist approach, we may then formalize the 

intuition that Singlish one is Chinese de in the way as shown in (8). As we will see 

later, (8) is not the only conceivable way to formalize the intuition, but here, for the 

sake of discussion, we will focus on (8) because it is the one that Bao (2009) 

considers in his criticism of the lexicalist approach to one. 

(8) A conventional lexicalist analysis of one

Lexical entry for Chinese de Lexical entry for English one

[də]i [wən]j

[semeantic feature]k

[syntactic feature]n     Lexical Entry for Singlish one

     [wən]j

          [semantic feature]k

       [syntactic feature]n
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According to the analysis in (8), Singlish one is viewed as a lexical item born 

through an amalgamation of the Chinese lexical item de and English word one. It 

inherits its pronunciation from English one but acquires its semantic and syntactic 

properties from Chinese de. In other words, Singlish one is analyzed as the Chinese 

word de disguised in the shape of English one. This lexicalist hypothesis is intuitively 

plausible, and importantly it can account for the parallels between (5) and (6) 

straightforwardly. Given that Singlish one inherits all the syntactic and semantic 

properties of Chinese de, both of the lexical items are predicted to be used in the 

same way. Indeed, this is true; they both can be used as a pronominal, a nominalizer, 

and an emphatic marker, as was shown in (5) and (6). 

The lexicalist analysis of one in (8), however, though successful in capturing the 

parallel between (5) and (6) and intuitively plausible, has a couple of problems. The 

most serious, and well-known, problem is that the distribution of one is not entirely 

identical to that of de. While de can always be followed by a nominal except the 

emphatic de, none of the instances of one can be followed by a nominal. This contrast 

is illustrated in (9) and (10).

(9) a. da de shu

big DE book

‘big book’

b. cong Taiguo lai de shu

from Thailand come DE book

‘A book (which is) from Thailand’

c. *wo zhongshi fan ta de shihou

I always bitch she DE  time

‘the time I always bitch her.’

(10) a. *large one durian

b. *from Thailand one durian

c. *I always use microwave oven one person. (Bao 2009: 343)
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If one were simply de, as hypothesized in (8), the examples in (10a, b) are predicted 

to be grammatical on a par with (9a, b). This prediction is plainly wrong; in contrast 

to de-phrase, one-phrase (one plus the preceding material) cannot modify the following 

nominal. 

It is not the case, however, that one-phrase can never modify a nominal. If it 

follows the nominal it modifies, as shown in (11a), functioning like a relative clause, 

it can. For the lexicalist hypothesis in (8) that analyzes one as an equivalent to de, 

this fact is also unexpected, because Chinese de always precedes the noun it modifies, 

as shown in (11c, d).

(11) a. The man [sell ice-kachang one] gone home already.

‘The man who sells ice-kachang has gone home already.’

b. *[sell ice-kachang one] the man gone home already.

c. *neige nanhaizi [Nie wode mama  de] hen huaidan.

that child pinch my mother DE very naughty

‘That boy who pinched my mother is very naughty.’

d. [Nie wode mama de] neige nanhaizi hen huaidan.

     pinch my mother DE that child very naughty

‘That boy who pinched my mother is very naughty.’

(Alsagoff and Ho 1998:131)

We can summarize our discussion so far about Singlish one as in (12).

(12) Singapore English one can select as a preceding material every category that 

Chinese de selects. With respect to the modification of a nominal, however,

they diverge markedly: one, unlike de, cannot be followed by a nominal. If a 

one-phrase is to modify a nominal, the nominal has to precede it.

Bao (2009) concludes that the lexicalist approach in (8) — in fact, any sort of 

lexicalist approach — cannot account for the facts in (12), and takes this as a 

motivation to reject the lexicalist approach to substratum transfer and to adopt, instead, 
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a new approach called usage-based approach. Bao is correct in that the particular 

conventional lexicalist analysis envisaged in (8) fails to account for the facts displayed 

by Singlish one, but his conclusion that the entire lexicalist approach to substratum 

transfer is completely mistaken. I propose a novel lexicalist analysis of one in the next 

section and show that it provides a natural account for the facts in (12).2

III. A novel lexicalist analysis of one

We have seen in the previous section that the lexicalist hypothesis that Singlish one

is a phonologically relabeled Chinese de, illustrated here again as (13), is untenable. 

This hypothesis, however, is not the only conceivable way to map de to one within 

the lexicalist framework.

(13) Conventional lexicalist analysis of one

Lexical entry for Chinese de: pron:/də/

syn & sem properties: […]

Lexical entry for English one: pron:/wən/

syn & sem properties: […]

Lexical Entry for Singapore English one: pron:/wən/sup

syn & sem properties: […]sub

2
As reviewers have correctly pointed out, a new proposal within the lexicalist framework does not entail 

that the lexicalist analysis, even if it is successful, is better than the usage-based analysis. To prove the 

superiority of the lexicalist analysis, it needs to be compared with Bao’s usage-based analysis. I am fully 

aware of this criticism. In this paper, however, I would like to focus solely on showing that a successful 

analysis of one is feasible within the lexicalist approach for two reasons. First, proposing a new successful 

lexicalist analysis and showing its superiority over the usage-based analysis are independent issues, though 

related. Second, proving the superiority of the lexicalist analysis requires a huge amount of space which 

goes way beyond the space constraint imposed upon this paper. Currently, I am working on a new paper 

which does exactly that – showing the superiority of the lexicalist analysis over the usage-based analysis.  
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(pron = pronunciation, syn = syntactic, sem = semantic, sub = substratrum, 

sup = superstratum)

The grammatical status of one in English is fundamentally different from that of de

in Chinese. The former is clearly a pronominal, whereas the latter, as Bao (2009: 356) 

says, belongs to some grammatical category of linker whose function is ‘to connect[s] 

two constituents A and B into a larger one.’ Bao’s statement is not new, but an idea 

that has long been present in the literature (Kitagawa and Ross 1982, Simpson 2001, 

den Dikken and Singhapreecha 2004, among others), as the following quote from 

Simpson (2001: 140) shows:

(14) The function which might seem to be constant and always associated with de

is to introduce some kind of predication on a nominal, this being particularly 

clear in cases with relative clause, adjectives and prepositional phrases linked 

by de to the following noun, but also arguably so in instances of clause-final 

de and possession structures.

Let us adopt, following Bao, this long-standing view of de as a linker that connects 

a constituent A to a nominal B, and combine it with another, and probably the most, 

reasonable assumption that there is one de, not several homophonous des. This 

combination leads us to the conclusion that when there is no overt nominal following 

de, there is a zero noun linked by de, represented by ÆN in (15). Based on the 

conclusion, I postulate the presence of a zero pronominal ÆN in all the 

de-constructions that ends with de.

(15) a. wo de shu a'. wo de ÆN

I DE book I DE

‘my book’ ‘mine’

b. si de shu b'. si de ÆN

silk DE book silk DE
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‘silk book’ ‘silk one’

c. da de shu c'. da de ÆN

big DE book big DE

‘big book’ ‘big one’

d. wo xie de shu d'. wo xie de ÆN

I write DE book I write DE

‘the book I wrote’ ‘The one I wrote’

f.  *wo zongshi yong weibolu de  N

I always use microwave DE N 

‘I ALWAYS use a microwave oven.’

f'. wo zongshi yong weibolu de   ÆN

I always use microwave DE 

‘I ALWAYS use a microwave oven.’

The analysis of the final-de with a zero pronominal is, in fact, not only a 

conclusion that logically follows from the well-known analysis of de as a linker, but 

also an analysis that has been suggested in the literature. Kitagawa and Ross (1982), 

for instance, propose just such an analysis, identical to what I proposed. Note that 

even for the emphatic de in (26f'), a zero pronominal is posited. The reason that 

emphatic de cannot be followed by an overt noun, according to Kitagawa and Ross, 

is that there is no lexical item in Chinese whose meaning is broad enough to replace 

the general emphatic meaning of ÆN. I follow their proposal in the regard. 

With the postulation of a zero pronominal following the final-de, we can now turn 

to a new lexicalist hypothesis of Singlish one. My proposal is in (16). My claim in 

the proposal is that it is the zero pronominal ÆN that follows de, not the lexical item 

de itself, that is the target of relexification of one. 

(16) A new lexicalist analysis of one

Chinese ÆN English one Singlish one

pron: /Æ/SUB   pron: /wən/SUPER pron: /wən/SUPER

syn&sem: […]SUB + syn&sems: […]SUPER =  syn&sem: […]SUB∪SUPER
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The relexification process in (16) is a modified version of the process proposed by 

Lefebvre (1998), shown in (7). In Lefebvre’s analysis, the new lexical item inherits the 

syntactic and semantic properties of the targeted substratum word, without maintaining 

those of the superstratum word that provides the phonological content for the new 

word. In Singlish, no lexical item has been reported to have lost the grammatical 

properties of its English counterpart, though there are abundant lexical items whose 

grammatical functions include those of their English and Chinese counterparts. To 

accommodate this situation, the grammatical properties of the new lexical item is 

derived by the union operation in (16), SUB∪SUPER, which combines the 

grammatical properties of the targeted English and Chinese lexical items.

Since one in Singlish inherits all the grammatical properties of the Chinese zero 

pronominal ÆN and the English one, it must inherit their selectional properties. Using 

Bao’s terminology, we can visualize the transfer of the selectional properties of 

Chinese de and English one as in (17), where the underlined positions indicate the 

positions in which the pronominals occur. (17a) shows that the Chinese zero 

pronominal selects as its attributive element de which in turn selects all sorts of 

phrases, i.e. A(djective), P(ossessive), N(oun) or XP. (17b) shows that English one

selects A, P, or N as its attributive element. Combining the two lexical entries together 

with the union operation yields the lexical entry for Singapore English one in (17c). 

The lexical entry says that Singlish one is not only able to select A, P, or N as its 

attributive elements but also Chinese de which in turn links all kinds of phrases to 

one. Following Lefebvre (1998), I hypothesize that a lexical item from the substratum 

language can be realized in a null form. In the case at hand, de which is selected by 

one, and which itself selects all kinds of phrases, is realized as a null category, 

represented by de in (17c).3

3
Some examples illustrating one phrases are large one (A__), silk one (N__), and my one (P__). 
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(17) a. Chinese ÆN b. English one c. Singlish one

…de ___ A  ____ A ____

∪ P  ____    = P ____

N  ____ N ____

    ... de ____

With the proposed lexicalist analysis of one in place, we can now provide a 

straightforward account for the uses of Singlish one in (12), repeated here as (18).

(18) Singlish one can select as a preceding material every category that 

Chinese de selects. With respect to the modification of a nominal, 

they diverge markedly: one, unlike de, cannot be followed by a nominal. 

If a one-phrase is to modify a nominal, the nominal has to precede it.

First, consider the fact that Singlish one is used as a nominalizer or an emphatic 

marker as well as a pronominal, as was shown in (5), repeated here as (19).

(19) a. I like the large car better than the small one. (pronominal one)

b. kick the ball one can swim. (nominalizer one)

‘The one who kicked the ball can swim.’

c. John kick the ball yesterday one. (emphatic one)

‘John was the one who kicked the ball yesterday.’

Under the lexicalist hypothesis envisaged in (16) and (17), Chinese de

constructions in (20a) are realized as in (20b) in Singlish. Singlish one has all the 

properties of Chinese ÆN, which in turn means that it can select de just like Chinese  

ÆN selects de. Thus, it follows that Singlish one, which is in fact a sequence of de

+one, can function as a nominalizer or an emphatic marker, just like Chinese de, 

which is a sequence of de+ÆN. 
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(20) a. Chinese   b. Singapore English

N N

(A/P/N/XP) de ÆN (A/P/N/XP) de one

Summarizing, Singapore English one is a pronominal in terms of category, as usual. 

The reason it can be used, functionally, as a nominalizer (XP-one) or as an emphatic 

marker  is due to the fact that it can select the null de which is identical to Chinese 

de in every respect except pronunciation. Singlish one has acquired this extra ability to 

select de-constructions through the relexification process in (16) in which one inherits 

the Chinese null pronominal’s property of selecting de-constructions. 

Now, let us turn to the cases where the conventional lexicalist hypothesis of one

has been criticized. Recall that Singlish one cannot be followed by a nominal in 

contrast to Chinese de, as in (21).

(21) a. * big one durian

b. da de shu

big DE book

‘big book’

While the example in (21a) is problematic for the conventional lexicalist analysis of 

one, it is ruled out on a principled ground in our new lexicalist hypothesis; it is 

ungrammatical for the same reason *large apple durian is ungrammatical. In both 

cases, each of the ungrammatical noun phrases has two head nouns, e.g., large one

(N) durian (N), violating the basic phrase structure principle of all grammars that 

requires every phrase to have a single head, i.e., NP → …N…. Thus, Bao’s argument 

that (21a) is a counterexample to the lexicalist hypothesis of substratum transfer is 

wrong. In fact, (21a) turns out to be a strong support for the lexicalist hypothesis.

Another argument which has been launched against the conventional lexicalist 
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analysis is a sentence like (22a), where one phrase (sell ice-kachang one) must follow 

a nominal (man) when it modifies the nominal. Under the conventional analysis where 

Singlish one is Chinese de, (22a) is predicted to be ungrammatical on a par with 

(22c). Alsagoff and Ho (1998) have attempted to explain the linear order between a 

modifying one phrase and the nominal it modifies within the lexicalist framework. 

They analyze one as a relative pronoun and claim that Singlish inherits the order 

between the relative clause and its head from that of English (head + relative clause) 

while inheriting the Chinese order for the internal structure of a relative clause itself 

(clause + relative pronoun). Alsagoff and Ho’s claim derives the Singlish word order 

in (22a) correctly, but it faces many problems. The most serious problem is that their 

claim is just a stipulation without a principled explanation as to why Singlish adopts 

the English order for the relative clause + head relation but the Chinese order for the 

relative pronoun + the modifier clause relation. Why not the other way around? The 

answer remains mysterious in their analysis.

(22) a. [The man sell ice-kachang one] gone home already.

‘The man who sells ice-kachang has gone home already.’

b. * [Sell ice-kachang one the man] gone home already.

c. * neige nanhaizi [Nie wode mama de] hen huaidan.

that child pinch my mother DE very naughty

‘That boy who pinched my mother is very naughty.’

d. [Nie wode mama de] neige nanhaizi hen huaidan.

pinch my mother DE that child very naughty

‘That boy who pinched my mother is very naughty.’

None of these problems arises in our new lexicalist hypothesis. In our analysis, one

in (22a) is not a relative pronoun but a usual pronominal which is coindexed with its 

antecedent in an appositive relative structure, as shown in (23a). As a pronominal, if 

one is coindexed with an antecedent, it must follow the antecedent, as shown in (23b, 

c). This general property of the pronominal one explains why one plus de-phrase must 

follow the nominal it modifies. In this explanation, no stipulation is required and 
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hence no problem of justifying a stipulation arises.

(23) a. [NP [NP the man]i [NP sell ice-kachang de onei]]

b.  *The blue onei is bigger than the red booki.

c. The blue booki is bigger than the red onei.

Let us summarize our discussion so far in the form of a succinct explanation for 

the facts about Singlish one. The facts about Singlish one is repeated in (24) and my 

answer is provided in (25). 

(24) (i)  Singapore English one can select as a preceding material every category 

that Chinese de selects. 

(ii) With respect to the modification of a nominal, however, they diverge 

markedly: one, unlike de, cannot be followed by a nominal. 

(iii) If a one-phrase is to modify a nominal, the nominal has to precede it.

(25) (i) Singlish one subsumes Chinese ÆN which has the property of        

selecting de. Since one inherits the property of ÆN due to the 

subsumption, it can select de as well. De, however, cannot be realized 

on the surface (pronounced) as is in Singlish because it is not an 

English word. Thus, it is realized in the form of a null category, 

represented as de, Given that Singlish one (de+one) equals Chinese de  

(de+ÆN), it is predicted to select whatever Chinese de selects. As such, 

it can be used as a nominalizer or an emphatic marker.

(ii) Unlike Chinese de, Singlish one cannot modify a following noun.

This is because Singlish one is in fact de+one, where the head position 

is already occupied by the overt pronominal one. Adding another overt 

noun to Singlish one would amount to doubling nouns within a head 

position, which is ungrammatical (one+N in an NP). In the case of 
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Chinese, there’s no problem, since we can use either an overt noun or 

a null ÆN behind de.

(iii) If Singlish one construction is to modify a nominal, it must follow the 

nominal. This is due to the fact that one is a pronominal. Singlish one, 

as a pronominal, can modify a nominal only when it can refer back to 

the nominal. As such, it must follow the nominal, which is its antecedent. 

IV. Conclusion

All scholars who have worked on Singlish one within the lexicalist framework have 

adopted, explicitly or implicitly, the assumption that one is a direct calque of de. This 

conventional lexicalist analysis of one, however, has failed to explain the difference 

between one and de, though successful in accounting for their similarities. Indeed, Bao 

(2009) has argued, based on the failure of the conventional analysis that the lexicalist 

theory/framework itself should be abandoned and replaced by a usage-based theory of 

substratum transfer that adopts a usage-based model of grammar. 

In this article, I have made an attempt to defend the lexicalist theory by proposing 

a novel analysis of one in which one is relexified by absorbing the properties of the 

zero pronominal ÆN following de. Under this new lexicalist analysis, all the facts 

associated with one, which were once construed as counter examples, fall out naturally 

and therefore they do not undermine the standard lexicalist hypothesis of substratum 

transfer but rather support it. 
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